
Business Transformation

*  Safe Harbour now extends to any taxpayer paying residual income tax of less than 
$60,000. For taxpayers who fall into Safe Harbour, provisional tax due is the uplift 
amount at P1, P2 and P3 with the remainder due at Terminal Tax Date. In all other 
respects, the flow chart above applies.

Standard Method or  
Estimate Method? 

Use TMNZ Flexitax® to  
pay off the lower of a third of 
your actual liability or uplift 

amount at P1 and P2, with the 
remainder of tax due at P3.

Use TMNZ Flexitax® to  
top up to one third of actual 
amount due at P1 and P2, 

with the remainder of tax due 
at P3.

Pay uplift amount on P1 and 
P2 and the rest at P3.  
Use TMNZ Flexitax® if 

underpaid at P3. 

Do nothing… your 
tax is up to date. 
Any excess tax 

can be refunded 
or moved to your 
next income tax 

year.

You get IRD interest on the 
overpaid amount, unless you 
are a TMNZ Advantage Client 
and kept the tax in the TMNZ 

tax pool for sale 

Want to pay less than uplift  
or defer payment?

Is a third of the actual liability 
MORE than amount paid on 

P1, P2 and P3?

Is a third of your actual liability 
MORE than amount paid off 

on P1, P2 and P3?

Under the new rules, provisional taxpayers can use 
the Standard Method to cap their tax liability at the 
lower of the uplift amount or estimate amount due. 
This means taxpayers only need to pay an estimated 

amount if it is lower, and no IRD interest will be 
charged if that is all they owe. If their liability ends up 
higher, they can use TMNZ to top up to a maximum 
of the uplift amount at the first two instalments. 

Yes I owe  
more tax 

Yes I owe  
more tax 

Yes I want to  
pay less or defer to 

a later date

No I’ve paid off the 
right amount or 

more on each date

No I paid the right 
amount or more 

on each date

No I want to 
pay full uplift 

on time

Estimate MethodStandard Method  
(no Safe Harbour*)



 

Want more information?
If you’d like more information about any of our products, 
we have printed brochures and online PDFs, as well as 
regular webinars to help you get started. 

By using TMNZ, taxpayers can get control over their 
provisional tax payments so they pay when it suits 
cash flow, without worrying about IRD late payment 
penalties and interest costs.

There are two types of accounts that taxpayers 
can fall into: Flexi and Advantage. The majority of 
taxpayers will fit into the Flexi account category, 
while larger taxpaying clients may be eligible for an 
Advantage account (contact us for more details).

Regardless of your financial position, TMNZ helps 
give you more control over your provisional tax 
payments, reduce interest costs and optimise your 
tax payment profile. 

Paying through TMNZ means you get 

more flexibility and benefits compared to 

paying directly with IRD.

Get the most flexibility with TMNZ

Paying IRD Paying TMNZ TMNZ product

Choose how to pay û No, taxpayers must pay IRD 
the amount owed in full

ü Yes, taxpayers can pay in 
instalments or as a lump sum Flexitax® or Tax Finance

Postpone tax deadlines û No, IRD deadlines are set so 
taxpayers pay on the due date

 ü Yes, taxpayers pay when it 
suits their business cash flow Flexitax® or Tax Finance

Reduce interest costs
û No, IRD charges interest  
and penalties on missed or 

underpaid tax

ü Yes, save up to 30% on 
IRD interest and eliminate late 

payment penalties
Flexitax® or Tax Finance

Earn on overpaid tax
û No, IRD only offers  

interest from P3 onwards 
if using the Standard Method*

ü Yes, potentially earn interest 
from all 3 dates at better rates 

only available to Advantage accounts

Tax Sale 
only available to Advantage accounts

Access quick refunds û No, longer wait times due to 
phone queues and forms

ü Yes, get hassle-free refunds 
within 3-5 working days 

only available to Advantage accounts

Tax Refund
only available to Advantage accounts

Another source of cash û No, once at IRD, the  
money stays there

ü Yes, draw on deposited  
funds as a line of credit  

only available to Advantage accounts

Tax Drawdown  
only available to Advantage accounts
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